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From the Executive Director

It is a challenge to capture all that God has done 
in 2018 through the lives of countless leaders 
connected with Arrow Leadership, but through 
words, images and stories in our 2018 Annual 
Review you’ll sense transformation. I hope you will 
be inspired (as we were) when you reflect on the 
profound Kingdom work that God has entrusted to 
the board, team and volunteers who engage with 
Arrow Leaders to be led more by Jesus, to lead 
more like Jesus, to lead more to Jesus.

Jesus deliberately withdrew from the busyness of 
activity and ministry to spend more time with his 
disciples and to teach them (Mark 9:31). 

In some sense this is what we do at Arrow. 

Leaders from local church, Christian NFPs and 
Christian schools disconnect from the everyday 
to position themselves for deeper relationship 
with God and each other and for leadership 
development. The end game is not merely more 
knowledgeable leaders, but a contagiousness for 
the Kingdom coming that results in transformed 
leaders and ultimately communities. 

Thank you for being part of something bigger 
through your support of and relationship with 
Arrow Leadership.

Liam Glover
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Board Chair Report

For over 20 years, Arrow Leadership 
Australia has guided personally, 
professionally, missionally and 
spiritually over 550 emerging 
Christian Leaders to be led more 
by Jesus, to lead more like Jesus, to 
lead more to Jesus.  Founded in 1991 
out of a commitment to engage 
with emerging Christian leaders to 
fully develop their character, call 
and capability, Arrow has engaged, 
stretched and released leaders for 
the 21st Century.  Since 2012, Arrow 
has also influenced and guided the 
journey of 138 emerging executive 
Christian leaders of Christian not-for-
profit organisations and Christian 
schools so they too will be led by high 
calibre Christian leaders. 

The need for Christian leaders whose 
posture and character is Christlike, 
whose capability will secure the future 
of their organisations and its mission, 
and whose capacity will garner the 
contribution of others, is as vital now, 
as it was in the 1990s.  Those who 
follow Jesus show the same care 
towards others that Jesus did both 
through how he lived and through 
his teachings.  The consistency of 
one’s life and actions can have great 
influence, and within Arrow we foster 
and guide leaders towards being 
a person of influence who shapes 
others and their organisations for the 
cause of the Kingdom.

Arrow could not exist without the 
many volunteers and the hours 
they give, to serve the growth and 
expansion of Christian leaders 
through Arrow.  Whether they are 
state coordinators, mentors/coaches, 
presenters or evening speakers – their 
contribution matters as their labours 
enrich the Arrow experience and 
enable us to reach more Christian 
Leaders across Australia.  We honour 
these individuals, their commitment 
and the organisations in which 
they serve, as they release these 
significant leaders to be part of Arrow 
– THANK YOU.  The future of Christian 
Leadership across Australia is in great 
hands – our Program Directors, our 
staff and our volunteers.

In 2018 we committed to a number 
of strategic priorities which have 
enhanced and expanded the current 
Arrow programs (Emerging Leader 
and Executive).  As we prepare for 
2020 we recognise it is a pivotal time, 
in many ways, a catalytic opportunity, 
to shape new futures and prepare 
Arrow Leadership Australia for 
the next quarter of a decade in a 
sustainable way.

Furthermore we committed as 
a Board to maintain our CMA 
Standards Council accreditation.  
This has further sharpened the way 
in which the Board, as trustees of this 
movement, contribute to the life and 
impact of Arrow Leadership Australia.  

We, the Governance Board, consider 
it an honour to serve through 
Arrow Leadership Australia. We 
are committed to resourcing this 
amazing movement, enabling and 
empowering Christian Leaders 
to be all they can be; leading as 
exemplars of Christlike character 
and action, and impacting the lives 
and leadership of others.  We seek 
to continue to engage with leaders, 
stretch them so they live and lead 
with a more expansive influence, 
and release them to their missional 
heartland to shape the future of 
their organisation, their communities 
and Australia.  Arrow Leaders carry 
the hallmark traits of Jesus….  service 
with unlimited liability, unconditional 
love, embracing the diversity of this 
rich nation Australia, and bringing 
Christlike compassion and care to all.  

Di Feldman
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Our Values in Action

It can be relatively easy to list documented organisational values  
(or at least point to the web page where the values are expressed). 

However, the real power of values manifests when alignment and 
synergy exists between articulated values and values epitomised  
by staff, board and volunteers. 

When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them because  
they were confused and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.  
He said to his disciples, 

“The harvest is great, but t he workers are few.  
So pray to t he Lord who is in charge of t he harvest;  

ask him to send more workers into his fields.
Matthew 9:36-37 NLT

Arrow Leaders and the organisations we are called to serve experience 
the ripple effect emanating from our values.

Throughout 2018, Arrow Leadership experienced -

Integrity  
through confirmation again as operating within the  
CMA Standards Council of exemplary governance  
and stewardship

Collegiality  
as Arrow Leaders connected through residential 
experiences and Arrow Community events 

Holistic living and learning  
as we continued to grow and develop our recruitment 
and connection systems to maximise engagement with 
existing and future Arrow Leaders

Innovation  
as we fused the first residential experience of our NFP 
Executive Leaders and our Education Executive Leaders

Discipleship  
as we enabled leaders to be led more by Jesus,  
to lead more like Jesus, to lead more to Jesus
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Structure for the Future
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Arrow Leadership is a diverse yet unified relational 
network serving together to accomplish the 
purpose of Arrow. Supported and released by the 
multi-talented board, the members of the team 
are empowered to uniquely contribute in the area 
for which they are primarily responsible. Arrow 
participants journey together as a cohort and 
are supported by volunteer state coordinators 
and ultimately their sponsoring local church or 
organisation.

In this way, Arrow Leadership is able to maximise 
return on mission whilst stewarding well the 
resources entrusted into our care.



Leanne Hill -  
Emerging Leaders State Co-ordinator Victoria
What year / cohort did you do Arrow?
Executive Leaders Program 2 (2013)

What did you learn at Arrow?
That my identity is not in my role and that integrity is the foundation for 
how I lead others.

What advice would you give others?
Embrace every opportunity that involves growing and developing in 
your leadership alongside other people. It is in relationship with others 
that we grow the most.

Arrow Community

Point of Excellence
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133 leaders participated in Arrow’s 
leader development programs 
throughout 2018, with 71 leaders 
being released after completing 
the program, resulting in over 600 
leaders now impacted by Arrow.

Volunteers included over 50 
facilitators, presenters and evening 
speakers, over 115 coaches and 
mentors and 28 program team 
members.

Our Net Promoter Score for the 
Emerging Leaders Program was 80, 
84 for the NFP Executive Leaders 
Program and 100 for the Education 
Executive Leaders Program.

CMA Standards Council once 
again endorsed us as maintaining 
fidelity to benchmarks of God first; 
Charitable status, Good governance; 
Responsible leadership; Charitable 
purpose; Financial oversight; 
Risk management; Transparency 
and accountability; and Honest 
communication.

Emerging 
Leaders 

NFP Executive 
Leaders

Education 
Executive 
Leaders

100

Released

71
Program 

Team 
Members

28
Facilitators 
Speakers

>50
Coaches

& Mentors

>115
Leaders  

Impacted

600
Participants

133

Net Promoter Scores

80 84



2018 was another great year to be 
involved in The Emerging Leaders 
Program, either as one of the 87 
participants who started, continued 
or finished their Arrow pilgrimage, 
or one of the 23 volunteers, 27 
presenters or the Program Director. 

As a team we ran 8 residentials with 
participants from all 6 states and 
territories around Australia as well as 
one participants from Auckland, New 
Zealand. The Emerging program aims 
to raise leaders in the 25-40 year old 
age bracket, leading ministry in the 
Church and Para-Church to be led 
more by Jesus, lead more like Jesus 
and to lead more to Jesus. 

In 2018 we made some changes to 
the content, adding some additional 
sessions on self-care, healthy 
relationships and sexuality, transition, 
multiplying disciples and invited some 
of our evening speakers to come with 
a particular topic in mind like leading 
from the second chair and Australians 
Together. 

We also branched out and tried 
a more mature group. Hoping to 
capture people who had begun 
their leadership journey after 
having a different career or raising 
children. Arrow 22 is a great group 
of participants who are ready to 
lean in and take on board the Arrow 
experience and have already found 
their cohort to be a particularly safe 
and growing space for each of them. 

It is, as always, an immense pleasure 
and privilege to be involved in the 
work God is doing through and in 
Arrow Leadership and particularly 
what I see happening in the lives of 
young leaders through the program 
each and every day. God is certainly 
at work in His Church and the Church 
in Australia is in good hands. The 
future is bright based on the leaders 
that embrace their personal and 
professional growth through the 
Emerging Leaders Program.

Cath Tallack 
Program Director 
Emerging Leaders Program

Emerging Leaders

Paul Merguard
What year / cohort did you do Arrow?
Emerging Leaders Program 6 (2005), Executive Leaders Program 2 (2014)

What did you learn at Arrow?
During the Emerging Leaders program I learnt a lot about my own 
leadership style, how to lead well and how to handle the demands of 
ministry. It was incredibly transformative on my journey and also helped me 
to broaden my relational network outside of the denominational connections 
that I was living with at the time. The sense of community and support with 
Arrow was phenomenal.

The Executive program was also formative in regards to strategy 
development and how to lead in senior roles in a large not for profit. The 
skills, networks, support and encouragement that came out of the program 
was invaluable as I was navigating some incredibly challenging situations at 
the time, and having a cohort and mentors to bounce ideas off was priceless. 

What advice would you give others?
I have found both Arrow programs I’ve done have put my leadership on a 
fast track in development and growth. Take time to develop your skills, grow 
your relationships and be stretched in your thinking. 

Arrow Community
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NFP Executive Leaders
The 2018 Executive Leaders Program 
was another encouraging example 
of why God brought all this together. 
Seventeen wonderful leaders from 
a wide range of contexts came 
together as strangers and left 
as friends and supporters at the 
conclusion of their Arrow journey.

Organisations represented were 
Baptist Care, Baptist Financial 
Services, Catholic Care Social 
services, Christians Against 
Poverty, Church Missionary Society, 
Compassion, Generate Ministries, Our 
Saviour Lutheran Church, Scripture 
Union Queensland, Taree Christian 
College and The Salvation Army. 

The diversity of the group was a 
fabulous resource as they learned 
and grew together.

Apart from personal growth one of 
the ongoing benefits of the Executive 
Program is the lasting network of 
contacts and relationships that is built 
and nurtured. 

All these leaders have a list of trusted 
colleagues they can draw on when 
things get tough or problems seem 
intractable.

Most of the organisations represented 
are undergoing significant change, 
driven by a combination of internal 
and external forces. 

It is at these disruptive moments that 
a deep sense of calling, alignment to 
purpose and commitment to faithful 
service really bear fruit. There is no 
shortage of challenges in this sector 
(two royal commissions and a slowing 
economy for starters!). 

These wonderful disciples will make 
a lasting contribution wherever God 
places them.

Paul Molyneux
What year / cohort did you do Arrow?
Emerging Leaders Program 4 (2001); Executive Leaders Program 1 (2012)

What did you learn at Arrow?
Emerging Leaders focussed on who you are becoming as a leader, encouraging 
you to consider varying leadership styles and how you can grow and develop to 
be the most effective leader you can.  NFP Executive Leaders helped shape how 
I lead within my context challenging character development, working as a team 
and encouraged time for you to reflect on your leadership style.

What advice would you give others? 
Investing in your own growth and development will allow you to become the 
leader you need to be to have maximum influence and reach your full potential.  
Wherever you find yourself, the ability to lead effectively will impact and shape 
your personal and organisation’s future.

Arrow Community

Chaplain Role
Important Information

The position is as a school chaplain, under the National School Chaplaincy Program, which
has been guaranteed by the Federal Government until the end of 2018. To ensure high
standards of service, Generate Chaplains need to subscribe to the Generate Statement of
Belief and Nicene Creed, and comply with the code of conduct (Faithfulness in Service).
Before commencing employment, all chaplains must have completed their study to meet the
Federal Government’s minimum qualification requirements. In addition, Generate requires
chaplains to have attained or be working towards a certificate or diploma qualification in
ministry or theology (depending on other qualifications held). Successful candidates will also
need to attend scheduled conference and training days throughout the year as directed by
Generate. Induction and training for new chaplains will be held prior to commencing in the
role.

School chaplain positions are generally for 10 hours per week calculated as 400 hours for
the calendar year divided by 40 weeks. The salary for a 10 hour per week position is
$16,000 per annum inclusive of superannuation. This equates to an annualized hourly rate of
$28.03 per hour, as chaplains are paid fortnightly throughout the year including the school
holidays. If there has been a delay in appointment or break in service then hours accrue
resulting in more hours being available over the remaining weeks of the calendar year. So
where a chaplain may not begin until Term 2 then the number of hours available per week
increases to 15 hours per week for the rest of the year.

Through additional funds raised by local Chaplaincy Support Teams, Generate’s desire is that
schools can have their chaplain for at least 14 hours per week, which is equivalent to two full
days of work. If there are any further questions regarding remuneration or working
conditions, the Generate Head office can be contacted on 8042 2760 or at
info@generate.org.au. 

General Position Purposes:

A school chaplain’s role is to support the emotional wellbeing of students by providing
pastoral care services and strategies that support the emotional wellbeing of the broader
school community regardless of faith or beliefs.

Pastoral care is defined in the Commonwealth Chaplaincy Programme Agreement as:

‘the practice of looking after the personal needs of students, not just their academic needs, through the 
provision of general spiritual and personal advice.’

 Strategic Direction 
 mid 2014 to mid 2017 

 

 

 
Connection with God 
All members are encouraged to grow in their 
relationship with God through: 
1. WORSHIP 
1.1 Provide relevant opportunities to worship as a 

community 
1.2 Encourage home worship 
2. WORD 
2.1 Provide a basis for Word Study in Our Saviour 

community 
3.   PRAYER 
3.1 Grow our prayer and healing ministry 
3.2 Encourage personal/home prayer 
 

 
Mission and Vision  
1. To encourage all to take individual responsibility to 
grow personal, family, neighbourhood and community 
connections. 
1.1 To cultivate our at home responsibility we:  

1.1.1. Develop an approach that assists members 
and families to connect with their neighbour 

 1.1.2. Teach and guide members on the 
implementation of this approach 

1.2 To cultivate our action together we maintain the 
Connect and Celebrate Cycle of events 

1.3 Develop other opportunities for public  
community connections 

2. To encourage all to use their individual gifts 
according to Gods calling. 
2.1 Identify areas where we need people to forward our 

vision 
2.2 To provide guidance and support to people identify 

and use their personal gifts 
 

3. Provide a visible and inclusive presence in the 
community. 
3.1 Develop facilities to grow outdoor hospitality 
3.2 Develop facilities to grow indoor hospitality 
 

4. Leaders to provide effective governance and 
management structures. 
4.1 Board for Ministry to focus on governance 
4.2 Establish a staff leadership structure to oversee the 

implementation of our strategic plan 
 

5. Strengthen our connection with Our Saviour 
Lutheran School. 
5.1 Develop opportunities to link with the school 
 

 
Care 
1.  Encourage all members to be involved in a    
sustainable care ministry. 
1.1 Identify and record all life group facilitators and 

participants 
1.2 Identify community members not in a life group 
1.3 Identify people gifted to facilitate life groups.  
1.4 Establish a support mechanism and training for life 

group facilitators 
1.5 Provide opportunities for people to join life groups 
1.6 Develop strategies to care for individuals choosing 

not to be in a life group 
1.7 Establish and train ‘meet and greet’ teams for 

community gatherings, including Sunday Worship 
1.8 Establish and train home visitation teams 
 
 
Children and Youth 
1. To have a healthy and vibrant children and youth 
ministry. 
1.1 Identify and act on staffing needs 
1.2 Train and mentor youth leaders 
1.3 Develop pathways for youth to remain active in a 

faith community 
1.4 Maintain and grow Playgroup, Kids Church and 

Youth ministries 
1.5 To encourage parents/carers to be 

engaged in Playgroup, Kids Church and Youth 
ministries 

 



Education Executive Leaders
The increasing challenges in this 
sector were evident in almost 
every aspect of this program in 
2018. Strong executive leaders are 
in great demand in the Christian 
education world but schools and 
school systems struggle to release the 
next generation of leaders to grow 
and develop. That is why the 2018 
program had only eight participants 
despite dozens of suitable applicants.

The independent school sector 
continues to grow in enrolment 
numbers but the season of rapid 
growth in the number of schools is 

over. This means that many schools 
are evolving into quite complex 
organisations with increasingly 
sophisticated leadership and 
governance challenges as the 
population of each school grows.

This year’s participants included two 
principals, four deputy principals, 
a director of learning and a school 
chaplain. They came from NSW, Vic, 
SA and WA and represented the full 
spectrum of independent schools in 
terms of size and financial resources. 
They bonded together wonderfully 
and made the most of what was a 

very intimate learning environment. 
All reported their experiences of the 
ratcheting pressures affecting school 
leaders and the systemic challenges 
facing students, families and the 
institutional owners of Christian 
schools.

This is a program of tremendous 
significance in that school principals 
are positioned like few others to have 
a lasting effect on the lives of the 
young people in their care. It is worth 
our ongoing prayerful support.

David Hastie - Alphacrucis
What year / cohort did you do Arrow?
Executive Leaders Program 4 (2015)

What did you learn at Arrow?
To deeply examine myself and my character as a leader. As a result, 
I also changed a number of my existing practices of leadership in 
personal life and family, enabling a richer and more authentic approach 
at work.

What advice would you give others? 
Take time to slow down and reflect on your leadership practice - the 
Arrow program enables this, indeed requires it, through its intensive 
residential retreat structure. I recommend it to Christian leaders 
everywhere.

Arrow Community
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Having returned from maternity leave, throughout 
2018 Zosia Ericksson activated the Arrow 
Community through participating in Arrow 
Community events (Brisbane, Perth and Sydney), 
serving as coaches and investing in the next 
generation of leaders by the Release a Leader 
campaign. 

From 2019, Zosia is giving herself to her family of 
four whilst engaging her entrepreneurial spirit (and 
will now serve Arrow as a volunteer as part of the 
Arrow Community). 

As a result, in 2019, Liesel Houghton will be 
catalysing the Arrow Community in some capital 
and regional cities around Australia. 

We recognise the depth and power of Christian 
community and celebrate when Arrow Leaders, 
who have engaged with different expressions of 
Arrow Leadership over our 24 year ministry, share 
with one another and develop together. 

We are excited about the opportunities for Arrow 
Leaders in 2019.

Brenton Killeen - Director, Mustard Leadership Australia
What year / cohort did you do Arrow?
Emerging Leaders Program 16 (2015)

What did you learn at Arrow?
Arrow reinforced for me the importance of self-leadership, the need to lead and 
manage change well, and the significant impact that can be made by a high-
functioning team  

What advice would you give others?
If you are at an early stage of your leadership journey and you are wanting 
to invest in your own formation then I highly recommend doing Arrow. The 
format and quality of content allows for significant reflection in a predominantly 
distraction-free environment. This time set aside for critical assessment of a 
leaders effectiveness informs the practical application of the content to one’s 
context. It is time well spent and development worth pursuing.

Arrow Community

As iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens anot her 
 proverbs 27:17 NIV
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Influencing and 
Transforming 
Organisations
We celebrate the influence and transformational 
effect more than 600 Arrow leaders have had on 
organisations over the last 23 years. Our focus 
on leaders and their development has fostered a 
growing ripple effect in our divine partnership in 
the coming of the Kingdom of God in communities 
around Australia and across the globe.

We invited Tim Hanna, CEO of Compassion 
Australia, to reflect on how Arrow is influencing 
Compassion and the church in Australia:

Someone once said, “If you want to go fast, go alone; 
if you want to go far, go together”. That’s why it is 
always good to partner with like minded organisations 
in the pursuit of meaningful kingdom goals.

As a ministry, at Compassion we are committed to 
the local church. It is how we deliver the ministry of 
Holistic Child Development in 25 countries around 
the world. It is also our posture in working alongside 
the church in Australia. It is why developing Christian 
leaders is a major priority and why working with 
Arrow is a win-win all round. 

We have seen this first hand, especially through 
some of our staff who have undertaken the Arrow 
Emerging and Executive Leadership Programs.

We have seen young leaders grow and develop in 
their wisdom, expertise and capacity to lead and 
make a difference in a number of ways, and we 
have been a better organisation because of their 
Arrow training.

Taking these kingdom steps together can have an 
impact on how we can create healthy leaders and 
effect impactful ministry in ways greater than we 
can imagine.

Arrow is the significant “go to” for leadership 
equipping in Australia and beyond. 

Tim Hanna 
CEO, Compassion Australia



Program Makeup

EXPENDITURE

Emerging Leaders

Arrow
Community

Executive Leaders

International
Development

REVENUE

Registrations

Donations

Other
49%

50%

49%

21%

27%

2018 FINANCE
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1717

2121
1515

2828

44

4343
11

22 201848% 52%

Dawn Penny - CEO, Korus Connect
What year / cohort did you do Arrow?
Executive Leaders Program 1 (2012)

What did you learn at Arrow? 
That Christian leadership is a calling and takes courage and conviction 
to push on the doors of change, to make the greatest impact.

What advice would you give others?
Stay humble, learn to serve, communicate, build relationships and 
ultimate trust - our world needs authentic leaders.

Arrow Community
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GEOGRAPHY OF 
PARTICIPANTS IN 2018

PROGRAM108
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8
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Finances
Detailed financial  
statements are available  
from www.acnc.gov.au
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